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U.S. AT WAR TWELVE MONTHS

ADMIRAL STARK'S APPEAL

The following is the text of a broadcast by Admiral Stark at 6,45 p.m. to-day,
December 4

?
to the United States by National Broadcasting System: -

In forty-eight hours our country will enter the second, year of its fight for

free men in a free world. Then that fight began, our Commander in Chief, the

President, made it clear that our first victory must be in the battle of production,

We had been forced to begin a two-ocean war with a one-ocean navy, Prom a material

standpoint the Jap in the Pacific was stronger than wore we,

’We had., therefore, initially to manoeuvre so that we might take more toll than

we suffered. In that way we could., in time, overcome the odds against us. In

that way we could, prepare for the day when we can take an all out offensive.

There is an additional way to hasten that all out offensive. That way is to

replace losses and. to build, up faster than can the enemy. Other things being equal,

production can decide the issue. Other things being in our favour, production can

speed, the victory and. save the whole human race months or even years of anguish,

We know that our fighting has led to a levelling and favouring process, and. that the

process goes on apace, We have hit harder than we have been hit, We look to the

day when our material strength will be so great that we can choose our time and. place,

impose our will, and force the earliest possible decision, When will that day cone?

The answer depends in large part on production. Is management, and. is labour strain-

ing to the utmost? Is everyone on the production front giving himself with the same

spirit as the man fighting on laud and sea and in the air? It is difficult, sometimes

for the man on the production front to live at the sane pitch of intensity as does

the man face to face with the enemy, With him, it is kill or be killed.. In the

armed, forces the need for unrelaxing vigilance is plain. But for the nan at the

lathe, the man at the plough, the man at the smelting furnace, or at the executive

meeting, there must be days when the war seems very far away. It is particularly

on such days that' every man should, remind, himself of the supreme importance of

production. The ship of war has on enemy ship which she must fight. There is no

possibility for the man aboard her to forget that fact. Likewise, the man BEHIND

THE LAN BEHIND THE GUN, has his opposite whom he must fight; and. though this

opposite is far away and invisible; he is there just the same. As the soldier

sights his gun at an enemy soldier; so must the worker sight his work at any enemy

’Worker; and as the soldier must outshoot the enemy soldier; so must the planner

outplan the enemy planner; and. the worker outwork the enemy worker. Man for man,

we must beat the enemy on every front.

The Japs and the Nazis have a fanatic zeal for their evil cause; evil men

always do. We must match their zeal and surpass it, but as free non, and not as

coerced and misled, fanatics. Let every nan, every morning, as he faces his daily

task, whatever it may be, feel acutely aware that he is matched against an enemy

with a similar task. If we slack for ever so short a time, our enemy opposite at

that particular moment, may strike us a deadly blow in production - just as a single

extra 16” shell, or bomb or torpedo night be the fatal one.

If all of you, whether in management or labour, live with the sane sense of

urgency as the man on the firing line, would, it not be possible to increase our

output of weapons, and. the ships to carry then, 10,20, or even 25/? Think what

such increase would neon. The hour of maximum pressure on the enemy in all theatres

would be just that much advanced.

If the man at the fighting front is knocking out the other fellow harder then he

is being knocked, and. if the man on the hone front is sending implements of destruction

to the vital points of contact farter than can the enemy
- there is an accelerated

victory in the making. Every do his utmost. Outproducing our opposite

number in Germany and Japan is just as much, a nail in his coffin as a bayonet in his

belly,’
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